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Brief 
 
 
To what extent can you inspire the idea of new and exciting ways of solo travelling in a safe, 
accessible and invigorating way? 
 
 "Making up around 18% of global bookings, solo travel is becoming ever more popular and 
has increased by 7% in the last year alone.” (Solo World traveller, 2019) (See Appendix 5) 
Whilst taking note of that, travelling on your own can be a daunting task, especially in a 
different country with little to no knowledge on local customs, transport options or the best 
way to make your money go further. How can it be possible for individuals of any ability to 
travel without stress too much planning in order to reclaim the awe-inspiring feeling of 
discovering something new and wonderful? 
 
Solution 
My proposal surrounds itself around inspiring freedom and confidence with solo travellers. I 
plan to create a location-based travel app for those wanting to travel independently and to 
help them discover new and unknown places to explore, that they wouldn’t find in traditional 
travel guides. It will also provide travellers with disabilities the much-needed confidence in 
solo travel giving them the resources to tailor their travels for their comfort levels.  
 
Beginning with an initial assessment, providing the user to tailor if they are a wheelchair user 
need visual or auditory aids, which will allow the app to tailor make their adventure for their 
specific needs, or if they don’t require any of these aids. It will contain a map of the city you 
are currently in containing ‘points of interest’, anything to monuments, historical buildings, 
interesting architecture or a unique restaurant. This won’t reveal itself until the user arrives 
at the destination, adding an element of surprise and mystery to their travels. Upon arriving 
at the destination, the app will reveal information and history of the place. Not only that but 
will provide up to date travel details and routes, and valuable knowledge of the city’s 
customs and key language vocabulary in a brief and concise manner to eliminate some of the 
many problems people struggle with when travelling. 
 
Objectives and framework 
 My desired outcome would be an app that not only is accessible in terms of agreeable, 
complementary colouring and adjustable text. Also, to be able to be compatible with a screen 

reader or provide auditory 
information if required and 
allow the user to find places to 
explore that won’t be restrictive 
to their own ability. I’m hoping 
to achieve this through an 
extensive database, collected 
through crowdsourced 
information from native guides, 



local residents and travel 
bloggers (See Appendix 6) 
about these cities and their 
capabilities to support travellers 
of any ability plus, accurate 
local and historical data. Not 
forgetting the need to safety 
amongst solo travellers, which 
links back to a location-based 
safety feature that loved ones 
can track and know your 
location at any time and give 
the user the ability to alert local authorities if they are in danger. Overall, I want to provide 
confidence to people who don’t feel as if they can travel independently unless they follow 
everything by the book. 
 
I aim to have completed a working prototype of this app containing at least three cities acting 
as examples with all the required knowledge stated above, by the new year. (See Appendix 1) 
Research wise, I plan to have fully researched the three cities popular amongst solo travellers 
such as Berlin, Amsterdam and Florence, as they have all been noted as key accessible cities 

for wheelchair users and those with auditory 
and visual impairments (See Appendix 2) 
From that, I aim to have researched all the 
necessary content information about key 
unknown points of interest within the cities 
stated in order to evaluate its usefulness and 
viability.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 
 
Research 
 
I conducted a survey (See Appendix 4) which gained over 50 responses from the age range of 
18-35 which falls under my key demographic. From my research I wanted to gauge exactly 
what consumers look for whilst travelling and to adhere exactly to those needs. The results of 
my survey concluded several people look for historical and cultural places, whilst embracing 
in local culture, meaning that will be a key focal point in my further research into content. 
The favourability of planned travel over spontaneity gives me a welcome opportunity to 
bridge the gap between the two, setting itself apart from many other apps on the market. 
Also, this survey has highlighted the importance of the users safety and feelings towards how 
accessible they find certain spaces, nothing dictated in the results that people always felt 
‘extremely safe’ proving it paramount to include a safety feature within the app, and in terms 
of accessibility it has shown that not many of the users were aware of where they could go 
without restrictions (whether that be physical or mentally restrictive). Another important 
thing was how much users struggled with language barriers and finding places that suited 
their dietary requirements and that are budget friendly, which then inspired me to include 
concise information on those factors to include within the app.  
 
Research on visual design 
 
My next wave of research follows on the design of the app, considering the layout, colour 
and text that not only is appealing and unique but again be a design that is usable and 
accessible for as many people as possible.  
 
 Research into colour theory  (See Appendix 3) and how vital it is in connecting to its users: 
“People decide whether or not they like a product in 90 seconds or less. 90% of that decision 
is based solely on colour”. (Kris Decker& Peter Vukovic, the fundamentals of Colour Theory, 
2012)1  This quote alone shows the importance of visual design as well as the content 
provided. I wanted to follow what colour relates most to this idea of travel, freedom and self-
actualisation and esteem for the user to relate to (See Appendix 3). Red is notably one of the 
most popular colours worldwide, it has an immense relatability that would instantly draw 
people to it. However, in terms of accessibility, it can be considered too bright and often a 
struggle for most people who suffer from colour blindness “More than 99% of all color blind 
people are suffering from a red-green color vision deficiency.” (Colblindor, 2018) 2Therefore 
it led me to consider more complimentary, simple colours that are easy to process. Blue 
often conveys a sense of trust, something which I aim for my users to have for this app, but 
also a feeling of freedom and independence. It’s effect on vision however can be negative 
when used excessively due to a sharp refraction of the eyes, so a lighter blue joined with 
another colour such as orange, a symbol of vitality and adventure. Combining these shades 
would create a dynamic vision that is easy on those with visual impairments.  
 

 
1 https://99designs.co.uk/blog/tips/the-7-step-guide-to-understanding-color-theory/ 
2 https://www.color-blindness.com/red-green-color-blindness/ 

http://twitter.com/share?url=https%3A%2F%2F99designs.co.uk%2Fblog%2Ftips%2Fthe-7-step-guide-to-understanding-color-theory%2F&text=People+decide+whether+or+not+they+like+a+product+in+90+seconds+or+less.+90%25+of+that+decision+is+base%E2%80%A6&via=99designs
http://twitter.com/share?url=https%3A%2F%2F99designs.co.uk%2Fblog%2Ftips%2Fthe-7-step-guide-to-understanding-color-theory%2F&text=People+decide+whether+or+not+they+like+a+product+in+90+seconds+or+less.+90%25+of+that+decision+is+base%E2%80%A6&via=99designs
http://twitter.com/share?url=https%3A%2F%2F99designs.co.uk%2Fblog%2Ftips%2Fthe-7-step-guide-to-understanding-color-theory%2F&text=People+decide+whether+or+not+they+like+a+product+in+90+seconds+or+less.+90%25+of+that+decision+is+base%E2%80%A6&via=99designs
https://99designs.co.uk/blog/tips/the-7-step-guide-to-understanding-color-theory/
https://www.color-blindness.com/red-green-color-blindness/


With reference to the guidelines of Web content accessibility, text legibility is of utmost 
important when it comes to my design (See Appendix 3)I need my text to be clear and bold, 
presenting black text in order to contrast with the light and subtle colours I'm considering in 
my palette  ( I also need to be cautious of the opacity of my text when placed against a 
coloured background in order to maintain legibility.)  
 

Pros 
 My current solution does offer a more unique way of travelling, something which could be a 
vital aid to solo travellers of most abilities, breaking down restrictions some often face. This 
solution can offer freedom and a different experience to travelling, giving the opportunity to 
discover new and exciting places. This solution and design set itself apart from many   Whilst 
giving them much needed support when it comes to planning their travels. Not only that, but 
through my research, my design shows adjuration to Accessibility Guidelines, allowing more 
people to use and interact with my app, down to colours, text, a suitable and workable layout 
which is forgiving and easy to navigate, becoming simple, yet whole fully effective. From a 
technical standpoint, it will give me the opportunity to challenge myself in a medium not 
looked into before, and allow me to enlarge my critical thinking when it comes to design 
work and what works against what doesn’t, not only that, but it will give me the much 
needed practise in designing for a particular consumer and further enhance my creative skills. 
 
Cons 
 
There are certain problems this solution also faces. The desire to include so much content 
that is constantly up to date, would require a better knowledge of back end development, 
something which I struggle with, so making sure my content is accurate could be too much of 
a challenge for my current skills. Not only that but using local guides could result in faulty or 
inaccurate knowledge. This solution also requires sensitivity to those who struggle with 
auditory, cognitive and visual impairments and their needs just as much as able-bodied 
individuals. It must be noted not everywhere in the world is accessible, so it could be a rather 
limited app content wise, creating exclusion.  I require a design that doesn’t exclude anyone 
wanting to use it, but due to my lack of experience, it could end up not suiting everyone's 
distinct needs, therefore making it unachievable with my current skill set and time frame 
allotted.  
 

Technical development 
 
I plan to use the aids of Adobe XD in drafting together the desired prototype with help from 
Adobe Illustrator on various illustration works such as the titles and any other images and 
typography that would fit into the overall design. Having some experience in Illustrator I 
believe using this to aid in my design will help strengthen my own design and illustration 
skills. On the other hand, Adobe XD and UX design as a whole is uncharted territory for me, 
so in order to execute my designs to the standard I need them to be, I am currently 
undertaking extensive tutorials on the software to build up my confidence and application 
further.  
 
 



Conclusion 
 
To conclude, I believe that undertaking this project has allowed me to apply pinpoint 
precision into both my design work and research. Previously, I only really conducted the base 
level of research, now this project requires me to go more intricately into detail about every 
aspect of design, to make it a viable and usable one. Employability wise, it has now 
encouraged me to be scrupulous in my approach to projects, knowledge and understanding 
the needs and requirements of consumers are of paramount importance, allowing everything 
to be as precise and informed as possible. 
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2- Research into the best accessible cities in Europe 

1- Timeline of research and design process (Weeks 1- 6) 

1- Timeline of research and design process. (Weeks 6-12) 

2- Research into wheelchair accessible cities in 
Europe 
(https://www.accessiblejourneys.com/independe
nt/accessible-european-citiy-vacations.htm) 

2-Reference to importance of accessible travel 



  

3-Infographic on design elements for users on autistic 
spectrum 

3-infographic on design elements for users with low vision 

3-infographic on use complimentary colours 

3- reference to how people with colour blindness 
see colour 3-Reference to how patterns and textures allow better visibility 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  3-Research into symbolism of Red 
3- Research into symbolism of Blue 

3-Quote to symbolise importance of accessible design 

3- Research on symbolism of Orange 

3--Advice on designing with colour and accessibility 3- Reference to Web Accessibility Guidelines 

              



 

 

 

 

 

 

  

4-evidence of market research  



 

 

 

5 -Statistics on solo travelling 5-Graph of peak interest in solo travelling from 2016-17 

5-Evidence of demographics for solo travel 

5- Insight into motivations and habits of solo 
travellers 

5-further research into motivations and backgrounds of solo 
travellers 5-Motivation of solo travel for females 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6-Examples of Unique crowdsourced content 

6- Examples of crowdsourced content 

6- Travel blogging sites which can provide base levels of content research 
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